ROUTES IN GREEN

About the project

In Green Shape is a partnership
of five European organisations who
have come together under the Grundtvig
Lifelong Learning Partnership.
The aim of the project was to improve the skills for
employment and career development for people living
in rural areas. Whilst creating tourist itineraries, the
project explored ways that people culd set up small rural
businesses that connect to innovative tourist resources
and services. Partners analysed and shared good practice
examples from their own countries. They targeted
a group of adult learners, identified best practice and
shared innovative ideas. The outcomes of the project are
this brochure, which shares the itineraries and the best
practice handbook.

The itineraries and maps

Each of the itineraries produced reflect the cultures and
diversity of the countries involved. They are very different
as some concentrate on a very small area, maybe within
a village, others on a much wider area. Each country
choose their own itinerary to fit in with their local needs.
We encourage you to visit them all!

Advice on developing skills for employment
enterprise or/ and career development
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• Look at others, who have done it successfully:

Visit them, Talk to them, Analyse their successes
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• Connect with others, create networks, create suppychain-links that celebrate what is made locally!
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What In Green Shape means to us?
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Austria
Retzhof aims to bring together and celebrate a diverse range of historic,
educational and culinary businesses.Through the creation of tourist itineraries,
adult learners have been involved and local and international good practices
have been identified. By cooperation’s with the enterprises of the Austrian
itinerary, Retzhof is supporting small rural businesses. The way of economic
thinking is also positioned in the philosophy of Retzhof. We will share the idea
of the project with people and organisations in the wider community.

Italy
Italy aimed at involving in the idea of a healthy itinerary, places like restaurants,
BB and Bars offering a plant based menu besides the traditional one. The area
chosen was the Euganian hills not far from Padova, an area where business are
family managed and where innovation is far away.

Bulgaria
EISD aimed at attracting more citizens to go green, which means for us people
from urban areas to become more physically active and visit rural areas, more
precisely those with low number local population and existing family owned
business. The local population still lacks the capacity of creating networks and
common initiatives to develop their business. Therefore our approach was to
rely on small companies based in Sofia to transfer their know-how and assist
the local business owners learn from their experience. Simultaneously they
also attract tourists and assist on spot local business-owners improve their
tourism management skills. The area we have chosen is not far away from the
capital of Sofia and the second biggest city Plovdiv. It is an area extremely rich
in diverse places of interest of national significance.

Lithuania
In Green Shape project was perfect possibility for ERCC to promote
sustainable and rural business ideas among unemployed people and people
living in remote areas of Western Lithuania. Through best practice collection
locals were involved into international events. Creation of green itineraries
inspired them to keep ecological and sustainable direction of their businesses.
Various learning activities in the frame of project pushed socially and
geographically isolated people to be more active in labour market.

Surprisingly many restaurants were contacted through emails first and later
a meeting was organised. We proposed to enlarge their food offer to a plant
based menu to satisfy the needs of people that have chosen a diet different
than the traditional one for ethical or healthy reasons. Answers were many.
Chefs/cooks were trained in cooking plant based food and many of them
have now a vegan menu together with the traditional one. The itineraries are
developed around these places.

United Kingdom
Through participating in the In Green Shape Project Growing Rural Enterprise
aimed to support and link together a group of small businesses working in
rural areas. They also provide therapeutic learning activities with animals,
plants and the countryside for adults recovering from mental ill health. Many
of which are unemployed. The project enabled these learners to identify good
practice and to take part in a mini-conference with people from Austria, Italy,
Lithuania and Bulgaria to develop ideas for small home-based businesses that
linked in to rural tourism and sustainable development.
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Flavia-Solva
Flavia Solva was a city in the roman province
Noricum and shows a corpus of archaeological
finds in the museums pavilion in Wagna. You can
discover it by yourself all year round and free of charge.
10 min

Retzhof

Retzhof is the starting point for calculating how long it will
take you to the points of interest. They are calculated without
considering traffic. The time of trips by bike or on foot will
depend on the individual.

At Retzhof you can....
... book a seminar room.
... stay in the fully accessible guesthouse.
... take part in one of the courses offered
by our facility.
... borrow a deck-chair and relax in the park.
... try the Barefoot Walk.
... rent a bike and explore the surroundings.
... have a look into the baroque chapel.
... enjoy the lovely inner courtyard.
... book the High Rope Walk (also for wheelchairs)
for you and your family, friends or colleagues.
... have a picnic in the park.
... book the vine cellar.
Or just relax and enjoy the castle
and its lovely details!

5 min

2 min

Contact: archaeologie@museum-joanneum.at
www.museum-joanneum.at/flavia-solva.html
Romans Cave
2000 years ago the Romans removed rocks of
coral chalk from the Roman Caves and used it as
building material for the city Flavia Solva. These rocks have
been used for parts of the Ringstrasse in Vienna, parts of
Eggenberg Castle in Graz and the Mausoleum in Ehrenhausen.
In the Second World War it was used as arms factory under
compulsory labour.
1hr

20 min

10 min

Contact: gemeinde@wagna.at
www.wagna.at
Wächterhaus/Guardhouse
The Wächterhaus/Guardhouse is a public
monument. It is located near Retzhof in the small village
Aflenz. It is a matured, but well visible relict of the National
Socialism.The ruin of the guardhouse is an unusual relict of the
Aflenz camp “Graz-Leibnitz” of the Third Reich. It is one of the
40 subcamps of the Mauthausen concentration camp.
50 min

15 min

7 min

Contact: gemeinde@wagna.at
www.wagna.at
Main Square Leibnitz
Leibnitz is the main town of South Styria.
At Leibnitz Main Square you could discover some
nice little shops, cafes and restaurants.
35 min

15 min

8 min

Little Museum of Sanitation
It is a very unusual, but amusing sight to visit.
It began as a private collection and became a little
museum two rooms. It illustrates the development
of human hygiene since 1683.
30 min
10 min
6 min

Retzhof Castle

Contact: office@walterhaas.at

Dorfstrasse 17
8430 Leitring
Tel.: +43 3452/82788-0
Email: retzhof@stmk.gv.at
www.retzhof.at

We can interact with you in German, English,
Slovenian and Austrian Sign Language. If you have
questions relating to the itinerary do not hesitate
to contact us.
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Seggau Castle
You could visit Seggau Castle on the top of the
hill of Seggau, enjoy the beautiful view, the castle
courtyard, the tavern, the chapel and the wine cellar.
1hr

25 min

10 min

Contact: schloss@seggau.com
www.seggau.com

Pasta Factory Stangl
The Family Business Stangl is producing pasta
according to their motto “origin is future”, which
means that only Austrian and regional basic
materials are used, because it is their aim to offer products in
best quality. You can get more background information about
the production and the products on request.
2hr 10 min
30 min
12 min
Contact: office@stanglnudeln.at
www.stanglnudeln.at
Silberberg
Silberberg is an Educational Centre of fruit- and
winegrowing. Enjoy the atmosphere in the middle
of the vineyard while traveling the wine pathway
and get to know more about the methods and the history of
wine making. After your visit savour the various homemade
wine sorts, schnapps and liqueur.
1hr 30 min
30 min
10 min
Contact: lfssilberberg@stmk.gv.at
www.silberberg.at

Brewery Herzog

Because of passion and personal interest Anita
Herzog, as one of less women, started to brew
beer. She started to brew a lot of different sorts
like walnut/corn/coffee beer. They are all seasonal,
organic and regional. The family business now offers also menus in
their restaurant, beer tasting and a lot more!
4hr

1hr 10 min

20 min

Contact: die@bierbotschaft.at
www.bierbotschaft.at

Oil Mill Hartlieb

Oil Mill Hartlieb is a small rural mill located in
Heimschuh. You can visit their museum and get
to know a lot of the history and the process of
the production of the pumpkin seed oil, which is very famous for
the region South Styria. After your visit you can buy a variation of
pumpkin seeds, oil, vinegar and flour in their small shop.
2hr 20 min

45 min

15 min

Contact: die@bierbotschaft.at
www.bierbotschaft.at

The region of South Styria, where Retzhof Castle is
located, is especially famous for its vineyards in the hills and
beautiful landscape. We invite you to explore it with a hike or
enjoy homemade products like cheese, meat, desserts, juices,
and, of course, wine at a local Buschenschank, a Farmhouse
hostelry. We also recommend you to experience local and
seasonal products of the many small businesses in the vicinity
of Retzhof Castle. Some of them are marked with grapes in
the itinerary.
Places to swim are marked with bathing suits.
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Contacts and addresses
European Institute for Sustainable Development
3 Denitza Str
1421 Sofia
Tel.: +359 2 963 24 93; +359 879 066 192
Email: k.pancheva@eisd.bg
www.eisd.bg
Alextrek Ltd.
Registered tour-guide company with many treks in Bulgaria,
Europe, Asia and South America. Established by certified
mountain guides, who adore travels and adventures in the
Nature and arise exciting emotions in people’s lives and
challenge them for real sensation and values, vanished from
the cities a long time ago.
Tel.: +359 882 512 444
Email: info@alextrek.com
www.alextrek.com

Villa Valchanitsa
Guest house located in Dobrostan Village
3 Valchanitsa Str, Dobrostan Village,
Tel.: +359 892 981 008
Email: stoianov_79@abv.bg
www.villavalchanitsa.free.bg

PARAFLY
Another great adventure not to miss along the way paragliding around Dobrostan village. Try this ecological
and high adrenaline sport and feel the freedom of flying
like a bird.
Tel.: +359 894 39 09 09
Email: info@parafly.org
www.parafly.org

Dobrostan Village Trail
Dobrostan Village Area Itinerary
Dobrostan village is located in Rhodope Mountains at
1200 mamsl, 194 km away from Sofia. It is in a fascinating
region of diverse cultural and natural places of interest.
Nearby are the areas of ancient Belintash and Karadjov kamak,
the biospherical reserve Chervena Stena, more than 10 peaks
and Slivodolsko Padalo Waterfall. It offers spectacular views
and that makes it the ideal beginning of pleasant walking trails
or a paragliding adventure. Dobrostan village as starting point
of several itineraries each related to magnificent places of
interest in the region:

Belintash
Belintash (meaning White Stone) located at 1225 mamsl is a
splendid plateau of volcanic-sedimentary rocks 750 meters
long and about 50 meters high. It is believed that it has been an
ancient sanctuary of the Thracian tribe Besi since 5th century
B.C. In the upper part of the rocks are carved two tanks with
many drains to collect and distribute water. Belintash is the
habitat of the Alpine Swift, the Red-rumped Swallow and the
Common Kestrel. The magnificient rock complex provides
panoramic views and body energy recharging.
Dobrostan - Vrata village: 10 km
Vrata village - Belintash: 15 min

Karadjov Kamak
Karadjov Kamak is a peak (1448m) of rocks massif with
length of 400 m in Rhodope Mountains. It is accessible by
long metal ladder, which makes it suitable for both tourists
and rock climbing fans, who can access it from its steep side.
Karadjov Kamak is a sanctuary place since 7th century B.C.,
which together with Benlintash and Yurta form a unique
ancient religious complex. The sanctuary is situated at the
top, consisting of high rocks with carved water tanks similar
to those at Belintash and among them a big stone with a cave
below. Karadjov Kamak is the habitat of rare species such as
black stork, golden eagle, alpine swift, wild goat and others.
Dobrostan - Mostovo village: 7 km
Mostovo village - Karadjov Kamak: 1.5 hour
Reserve Chervena Stena: Martziganica Hut –
Ahmetyova Dupka Cave – Popa Peak
Reserve Chervena Stena (meaning Red Wall) is one of the
largest biosphere reserves under UNESCO with beautiful
unique vegetation and vast biodiversity and one of the richest
in caves regions. Martziganica Hut is a starting point to
numerous mountain paths. The Ahmetyova Dupka Cave is one
of the most impressive caves in the area. It has utilies except
light and its beautiful cave formations are displayed in a hall of
40 metres and at its entrance a 5 metre-tall stalactone. The
Popa Peak offers a splendid view to the fascinating extremely
steep Sushitsa River valley – one of the beauties of Reserve
Chervena Stena.
2.5 hours
Reserve Chervena Stena: Slivodolsko Padalo Waterfall
The Slivodolsko Padalo Waterfall is the 2nd highest waterfall
in Rhodope mountains (50 meters). It is part of the beautiful
Reserve Chervena Stena. The area nearby the river Slivov
dol is fascinating. The walk to Slivodolsko Padalo Waterfall is
pleasant with interesting crossings of the river. Small cascades
and waterfalls could be seen on the way and reveals the blue
base of the Slivodolsko Padalo waterfall carved by the deep
riverbed.
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4.5 hours
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Best seasons for it: spring, autumn.
Duration: 3.5 hours
Altitude gap: 250 m
Length in km: 10 km

Ancient professions and Medieval villages
Discovering the medieval village of Arquà Petrarca, so
enchanting that it has been chosen by the great poet
Francesco Petrarca as a place to enjoy peace and happiness
in his last years of life. Surrounded by mild hills and vineyards,
we will visit one of the most famous wineries in the area,
completely carved into the rock.
Then we will travel along a loop trail that reveals the delicate
slopes of the Monte Calbarina and Piccolo and will guide us
once again to enjoy the wild nature of the Euganean hills.

Arquà Petrarca,

Trail Calbarina & Monte Piccolo
Points of historic interest: Arquà village and the home
of Francesco Petrarca, a noble dwelling considered by
historians of architecture, a prototype of Venetian villas, where
the poet died in 1374. Since then his remains are preserved
inside the stone sarcophagus that stands in the square in front
of the parish church.

Info about places to stay and eat:
Restaurant Valpomaro
www.ristorantevalpomaro.it

Further information

On Euganian Hills www.euganeanhills.com

Meeting at Piazza Alta (Arquà Petrarca)
Follow Via Spinea till Via dei Carraresi and go on along via
degli Ulivi till you reach Via Monte Calabrina from where the
Itinerary starts
Level of difficulty: average level tourist trail. This trail is not
recommended to disabled people (wheelchair) you can hike
over it with animals on leash
Important Visits Vignalta winery, founded in 1980, they can
be proud of having been a pioneer in highdensity planting
vineyards on the Euganean Hills, until reaching the current
55 hectares in production.
Points of landscape interest: Monte Calbarina and the
southern slopes of Mount Piccolo with orchids (present from
March to May) and the characteristic vegetation of the arid
meadows, the Lake della Costa the largest known natural
water basin of the Euganean Hills fed by thermal springs:
water flows in springs also clearly visible on the surface, at
a temperature of 45 °C, which allows the lake to never go
down even in winter below 18 °C. This lake is important for
the high quality of the mud contained therein and used for
therapeutic purposes in the spa area and for the important
archaeological finds which testify the presence of pile-dwelling
settlements dating back to the Bronze Age. The surrounding
landscape has been described by Ugo Foscolo in the famous
epistolary novel “The Last Letters of Jacopo Ortis” in 1796.

On Arqua Petrarca
www.euganeanhills.com/municipalities/arqua-petrarca

Places of interests in Arquà Petrarca:

House of Petrarca
www.euganeanhills.com/villas/petrarca-house/
Tomb of Petrarca
www.euganeanhills.com/monuments/tomba-petrarca/
Costa Lake
www.euganeanhills.com/lakes-rivers-wetlands/lago-della-costa/

Places of interests in the surroundings:

MONSELICE:
The Castle
www.euganeanhills.com/castles/castle-of-monselice
Federiciana Fortress
www.euganeanhills.com/castles/keep-federiciano
Santa Giustina Church
www.euganeanhills.com/churches/church-giustina
7 churches Santuary and villa Duodo
www.euganeanhills.com/churches/sanctuary-seven-churches
Villa Italia also said Castle of Lispida
www.lispida.com
BATTAGLIA TERME:
Castello of Cataio
www.euganeanhills.com/castles/Castle-of-catajo
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Curonian Spit

5. Karvaičiai Hill cherishes one of the most tragic
stories of soundbound villages of the Curonian spit.
Untill 1797, instead of the hill there was Karvaičiai
village, the residents of which, retreating from the sand,
were forced to move from one place to another severial
times. Howewer the new place on the shore of Karvaičiai
Lagoon was of no salvage. After a long unsuccesful fight
with the sand after Karvaičiai church was buried under
the sand, the people deserted the village. Some of them
moved to the sourthen outskirts of Juodkrantė, some to
Nida and Nagliai.

Struggle with Shifting Sand
Curonian Spit is narrow strip of land between two waters
– Baltic Sea and Curonian Lagoon. For the time being
peninsula fascinates visitors by luxury pine and fir forests,
huge grey and golden dunes. But hundred years ago
Curonian Spit suffered the same fate like Pompeii, just
instead of ashes and lava it was buried under mounds
of sand. Curonian residents struggled against sand,
overflowing their houses and even entire villages, several
centuries. Supposedly Curonian Spit was covered by sand
three or four times. The last act of this drama evolved in
the 17th-18th centuries.

1. Protective dune is 98 km. long ridge of the artifical

dune that keeps the sand, drifted by the sea. Iniated by
the man and assisted by the sea, wind as well as sand it
has arisen on the coast of the spit somewhere 200 years
ago. The protective dune is 10-12 m. high and 70-120
m. wide.

2. Hagen Hill is one of the highest dunes of the

northern part of Curonian Spit. On the top of this
36,4 m high hill there is a monument for the head of
trees planting in the dunes – Ludwig Hagen. Thanks
to hard work of tree planters Curonian Spit was again
covered with forests, protecting peninsula from the wind.

Length - 62 km
It is recommended to travel by car or by bicycle.

3. Liudvikas Rêza Culture Centre.

Continually working history exposition is dedicated to
an eminent figure from this region - Ludwig Rhesa and
history of Juodkrantè settelment. L. Rhesa was born in
fishermen village near Juodkrantê – Karvaičiai. In the
beginning of 18th century the village disappeared under
mounds of sand.

4. The Hill of Witches with Wooden
Sculptures.

One of the most beautiful, old, parabolic dunes, called
“The Hill of Witches” (in Lithuanian Raganu kalnas).
An exposition of more than 80 oak sculptures was made
here in 1979. It represents characters from folk legends
and tales.
Key:
Swimming

Picnic Area

Cycling

Place of Interest

Parking

Cafe

Veiw Point

6. Cognitive pathway in Nagliai nature
reserve.

One of the most spectacular places on the Curonian
Spit - the Dead dunes. A seemingly endless amount of
white sand spread along the Curonian lagoon composes
a Sahara like view. Once populated villages, now buried
under layer of sand.

7. Pervalka is the smallest settlement of Curonian

Spit, founded by refugees from the village of Nagliai
buried under the thick burden of sand. Near 53 meters
high Skirpstas Dune there is an oak sculpture dedicated
to the first Curonian poet Ludwig Rhesa. He wrote
a poem about his native village of Karvaičiai, which was
buried under sands.

8. Foresters‘ Cemetry. In 16th-19th centuries almost
all forests on peninsula were destroyed.
A narrow strip of thin forest still remained near Nida,

although it could hardly protect from sand drifts.
The owner of Nida‘s post station Gotlieb David Kuwert
was the first who started struggling with sand. His
son George David Kuwert continued father‘s works.
Foresters‘Cemetry is dedicated for the first Nida‘s
planters – the Kuwerts.

9. Purvynė. This village was formed near Curonian

Lagoon by fishermen families moved away from Nagliai
village being covered by drifting sand. Even though the
lagoon bay was sanded, however this lowland remained
swampy. It is guessing that this is how the place name
was given, as in Curonians dialect „purvs“ means –
swamp, wetland.

10. Skruzdynė.

For a long time sand drifts had threatened inhabitants
of the biggest settlement of Curonian Spit – Nida.
In the second half of 19th century many of them moved
to the North, behind a crest of dunes stretching to
the lagoon. This place was named Skruzdynė. There
are located some historical buildings – Thomas Mann
summerhouse, Kuwert house, Neringa museum.

11. Parnidis Dune.

There is a viewpoint on Parnidis dune, from which opens
views to the Curonian Lagoon and the Baltic Sea.
A sundial – calendar was built here in 1995.

Contacts and addresses

Education, Research & Consultancy Center
Klaipėdos Street 40-14
Gargždai LT-96123
Lithuania
Tel. +370 616 36628
www.ercc.lt
e-mail: ercc.klaipeda@gmail.com

Accessibility

The itinerary goes through hilly and sandy places.
It is not comfortable for physically disabled people.

Why is it green?

Curonian Spit has very well preserved and unspoiled
nature – old forests, high dunes, flora and founa.
Beaches along Baltic Sea are awarded with world-wide
eco-label – Blue Flag. By travelling you can find places
to eat healthy food.

Picnic places:

1. „Prie šulinio“ in Smiltynė.
2. „Rožių krūmas“ near Preila.
3. Bulvikis Cape.

Places to eat healthy/vegetarian food:

1. „Pamario takas“. Address: L. Rėzos 24, Neringa,
Juodkrantė. Tel. +370 625 42595.
2. „Gardumėlis“. Address: Pamario 3, Neringa, Nida.
Tel. +370 618 314 74
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Sudbury Village Trail
Ashbourne, Derbyshire

Park at The National Trust Car Park
Hall and Museum of Childhood
Sudbury Hall, the country home of the Lords Vernon, offers
a delight of 17th-century craftsmanship, featuring exquisite
plasterwork, wood carvings and classical story-based murals.
Be amazed by the grandeur of the Great Staircase, Long
Gallery and the captivating story which the house tells.
The Museum of Childhood is a delight for all ages with
something for everyone. people relive nostalgic memories
by exploring the childhoods of times gone by, play with toys
and enjoy reminiscence of their own childhood. There is
a range of activities for children such as being a chimney
sweep, a scullion or a Victorian pupil, and enjoy archived films
and interactive displays.
There is a woodland playground for children behind the stable
yard and a garden whose lawns sweep down to the lake.
No dogs are allowed in the grounds of the hall.
www.nationaltrust.org.uk/
sudbury-hall-and-museum-of-childhood

Places to Eat

The Vernon Arms, a former 17th century coaching inn
and still a great venue for a refreshing pint and a hearty meal.
Families are welcome but dogs only in the beer garden.
National Trust Tea Room
Located at Sudbury Hall offers a wide range of light lunches,
cakes, drinks and ice cream.
Down School Lane
Wilds Butchers shop is a late 19th century building with an
unusual facade. It has its own abattoir and specialises in locally
sourced meat and makes wonderful pork pies, game pies and
has wide range of highest quality meat etc.
The School was built by Lord Vernon in 1831. Originally there
was a boys and a girls school. No one was allowed a cottage
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in Sudbury unless their children attended the school. Every
child had free education and manual instruction long before
the Education Act of 1870.
Turn right when the houses finish, walk towards the
gasworks and follow the lane back to the hall. Sudbury
Gasworks is a Victorian listed building, now disused, which
used to supply gas to Sudbury Village. It is hoped to renovate
this to become a community building.

Other things of interest in Sudbury

All Saints Church, Sudbury
The church gate was erected by Edward and Margaret Vernon
in 1626 before the present hall was built. The church has
a beautiful modern stained glass window depicting evacuees.
(Evacuees stayed at Sudbury Hall during the war).
Sudbury Plant Nursery
Sudbury Plant Nursery is a small, specialist plant nursery
tucked away in the old garden at the rear of The Vernon Arms,
a former 17th century coaching inn and still a great venue for
a refreshing pint and a hearty meal.
The majority of plants are hardy, herbaceous, perennials in the
cottage garden style and grown at the nursery. All are either
interesting or unusual – or both.
www.sudburyplants.com
Sudbury Bowls Club
A Crown Green Bowls Club- over 100 years old.
It has both competitive and non competitive games
and warmly welcomes new members.
Sudbury Stores and Post Office
The shop and post office stock a wide variety of groceries,
newspapers, magazines and a good selection of confectionery.
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Education, Research
& Consultancy Center
Švietimo, tyrimų ir konsultacijų centras

Growing
Rural
Enterprise Ltd
Growing Rural Enterprise

Retzhof Castle

European Institute for
Sustainable Development

Associazion N.E.T. –
Networking Education and Training

Education, Research
& Consultancy Center

About us: specialized in adult
education, further education and
strives to maintain the highest possible
level of barrier-freedom.

About us: specialized in EU projects
management, training and consultancy.

About us: Associazione N.E.T. is a
not for profit association founded in
2001 by experts of the training and
educational sector. Net addresses
above all disadvantaged people like
women, long term unemployed,
elderly, disabled people and single
parents to support them from a social,
training and employment point of view.

About us: Public enterprise Education,
Research and Consultancy Centre
(ERCC) is not for profit, non –
governmental organization founded
in 2006 and operating in the field of
informal adult education and research.
For the time being the main activities
of ERCC are implementation of
international mobilities, culture visits,
guided tours and projects.

Country:
Austria

Country:
Bulgaria

Country:
Italy

Country:
Lithuania

Country:
United Kingdom

Website:
www.retzhof.at

Website:
www.eisd.bg

Website:
www.associazionenet.it

Website:
www.ercc.lt

Website:
www.growingruralenterprise.co.uk

Phone:
00430345282788123

Phone:
003592 9632493

Phone:
00390498961994

Phone:
0037061636628

Phone:
00447971666474

Email:
retzhof@stmk.gv.at

Email:
office@eisd.bg

Email:
info@associazionenet.it

Email:
ercc.klaipeda@gmail.com

Email:
office@growingruralenterprise.co.uk

About us: Our vision is to deliver
innovative and meaningful learning
opportunities for rural business and
to inspire and make a difference to
rural business, building confidence
knowledge and skills.

